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Jordan University of Science & Technology is
Among World’s Top Universities
Jordan University of Sciences
and Technology has been
ranked as the top university in
Jordan and on the 601-800
rank globally according to the
"Times Higher Education"
world university ranking
system for the year 2017.
The president of JUST, Professor Omar Al-Jarrah stated that the ranking system has
been based on a comprehensive criteria designed to assess the performance of world
class universities across all of their core missions including teaching, research, knowledge transfer and international outlook.
Additionally, Professor Al- Jarrah Noted that these standards will enhance the status of
the university and will help the university to achieve internationalization and gain
world class recognition, stressing that the (THE) ranking system is considered of the
most important tools that help students globally to choose their destination school.
Professor. Al-Jarrah explained that the university is currently working on developing
several programs and strategic plans which would advance the university to be
amongst the first 500 universities in the world, noting that the number of students
currently enrolled at the University is 24,000 students, including 5,000 students from
50 different nationalities creating the largest diverse student body in the country.
The Times Higher Education World University Rankings, founded in 2004, provide the
definitive list of the world's best universities, evaluated across teaching, research, international outlook, reputation and more. THE’s data are trusted by governments and
universities and are a vital resource for university students, helping them choose where
to study.
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JUST Honours Jordanian Engineer Dr. Alababneh
the Recipient of NASA Scholarly Award
Jordan University of Science
and Technology has awarded
Dr. Mohamed Alababneh, the
prestigious "Al-Farabi Medal"
for his scientific and scholarly
achievements.
Dr. Alababneh, a JUST alumnus of the faculty of Engineering at JUST has won the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration award
in the United States (NASA) to develop an advanced cooling system that will be used on
the new NASA built Mars rover vehicle through the development of an innovative heat
pipes hybrid technology.
Professor Omar Al-Jarrah, the president of the JUST expressed his great pride in Dr.
Alababneh's achievements during the honoring ceremony which at was held at Jordan
University of Science and Technology. Additionally, Professor Al-Jarrah stressed that Dr.
Alababneh's achievement reflects the strength of the programs offered by the University
and in particular to the faculty of Engineering and the highly distinguished reputation
that the faculty has gained over the years in offering high quality education to its
students.
In exchange Dr. Alababneh expressed his sincerest thanks to the university administration for this generous gesture that will hopefully stimulate researchers and alumni from
the University to excel and innovate in their professional disciplines and acknowledge
their roles as ambassadors for their country and their university abroad.
Alababneh holds a bachelor's and master's degrees in mechanical engineering from
JUST and a doctorate in Engineering from the University of Cincinnati in Ohio.
The ceremony was attended by Vice President Dr. Osama Nuseir, the Dean of the Faculty
of Engineering, Dr. Yahya al-Qawasmi and the Chairman of the Bar Council in Irbid,
Engineer Omar Nawasrah.
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Jordan University of Science and Technology
Distinguished Employee Awards Announced

Eng. Amer Aliwi

Mrs. Umama Rawashda

Miss Salma Shukeir

Mr. Nimr Al-Khazali

Jordan University of Science and Technology announced the winners of the Distinguished Employee Award for the year 2016 within the four award categories allocated
by the University's administration. The aim of Distinguished Employee Award as stated
by the University's regulations is to encourage positive competition between staff from
different functional groups to create a state of creativity and upgrade the performance
of various faculties, units and administrative departments at the university
Winners Selected are:

•
•
•
•

Engineer Amer Aliwi won the award for the exceptional leadership category.
Mrs. Umama Rawashda for the distinguished administrative officer category.
Miss Salma Shukeir for the distinguished technical and vocational employee
category.
Mr. Nimr Al-Khazali, for the distinguished supporting administrative category

On this occasion, Professor Omar Al-Jarrah, president of JUST, emphasized that the
objective of the award is to motivate employees towards creativity and development,
and to build a culture of excellence among all university's units and administrative
posts in order to enhance the quality of all services provided by the university's administrion.
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JUST President Professor Omar Al-Jarrah Exchanges Greetings on the Occasion of Eid Al Adha with JUST & KAUH Staff
JUST President, Professor Omar AL-Jarrah,
exchanged greetings on the occasion of Eid
Al Adha with JUST and KAUH academic and
administrative staff.
Professor Omar Al-Jarrah expressed his sincerest wishes to the University and hospital
academic and administrative staff on this
blessed occasion.
He additionally congratulated all the staff as well as the Arab and Islamic nations on Eid
Al Adha Occasion hoping that this year's occasion will bring more progress and prosperity to all Jordanians and Muslims worldwide.

The European Network for Research and Education
(GEANT) & JUST Discuss Mutual Cooperation
JUST President, Professor Omar Al-Jarrah,
met the delegation of the European Network
for Research and Education (GEANT).
During the meeting, the two sides discussed
possible mutual cooperation between the
university and the European network in the
fields of infrastructure for research and education in Europe and Jordan.
The meeting was attended by Dean of Scientific Research, Dr. Sarhan Haddad and Dean of
the Faculty of Computer and Information Technology, Dr. Ali Shatnawi.
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JUST Signs Cooperation Agreement with Cairo Amman
Bank
"Converting the university's identity card to an advanced multifunctional smart card"

JUST represented by Professor Omar
Al-Jarrah, and Cairo Amman Bank represented by the bank's general manager
Mr. Kamal Al-Bakri have signed a cooperative agreement to convert the university's identity card to an advanced multifunctional smart card.
JUST President Professor Omar Al-Jarrah
expressed his delight for signing the
agreement which comes as part of the
university's plans to keep up with
advanced technological developments
that would provide high quality services
designed to save time and effort to the
users of the card.
The agreement aims to transform the

university's identity card to serve multiple fuctions as a smart card for university
students, faculty and administrative staff.
The smart card will be used on campus
for the purposes of payment of tuition
fees, identification of the card holder, in
addition to disbursement of university
scholarships and salaries.
The signing of the agreement was attended by Vice President Dr. Osama Nuseir
and the regional Director for the bank's
northern operations, Mr. Amin Alomosh
and Deputy Director General, Mr. Khalid
Al Kassim in addition to the director of
the Cairo Amman Bank branch at JUST,
Ms. Enas Swaidan.
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Jordan Engineers Association & JUST Discuss Mutual
Cooperation
JUST President, Omar Al-Jarrah met the delegation of the Jordan Engineers Association
headed by the chairman of the association, engineer Majed Al-Tabaa'.
The two sides discussed mutual potential cooperation and collaborative tools that
could be applied by both sides to enhance the engineering profession and education at
the university. During the meeting, Professor Al-Jarrah displayed the study plans and
future programs designed and adopted at the Faculty of Engineering, noting that six
departments in the Faculty of Engineering received (ABET) accreditation valid until the
year 2022, an achievement which is considered as the first among Jordanian universi

ties. On his behalf, Chairman Al-Tabaa' noted that the Engineering association is committed to cooperate with the university to preserve the high quality education offered by
the university by providing internships in addition to training and job opportunities to
JUST engineering graduates. Chairman Al-Tabaa' also stated that the association will
remain committed to sending regular reports about the performance of JUST engineering graduates locally and in the Arab region.
The meeting was attended by Vice President Osama Nusier, the Dean of the Faculty of
Engineering, Dr. Yahya al-Qawasmi and the director of the association Branch at Irbid,
Engineer Omar Nawasrah in addition to a number of other association members.
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Jordan Agricultural Engineers Association &
JUST Discuss Mutual Cooperation
JUST President, Omar Al-Jarrah met the delegation of the Jordan Agricultural
Engineers Association headed by the chairman of the association, engineer Mahmoud
Abu-Ghanimeh.
JUST President, Professor Al-Jarrah stated that the university will not hesitate to
support the activities and collaborative programs offered by the
Agricultural Engineers Association
in addition to the exchange of
experiences between the two
sides, confirming the depth of the
relationship that holds the university
with the Association.
Professor Al-Jarrah displayed the previous collaborative projects there were administered by the Faculty of Agriculture at JUST in order to develop the national agricultural
sector. Additionally, Professor Al-Jarrah confirmed the willingness of the university to
create opportunities for Jordanian agricultural engineers and researchers to benefit
from the research projects performed by the faculty of Agriculture.
On his behalf, engineer Abu-Ghanimeh stated that the association is looking to
achieve effective partnership with JUST among various research projects, praising the
role of JUST in advancing the local agricultural sector and the advanced level of education and research offered by JUST in all disciplines
The meeting was attended by Majid Abandah of the Agricultural Engineers Association
at Irbid branch, Khalid Al-Bashabsha, head of the Ramtha Association branch and
engineer Fayez Ajlouni.
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Alumni Corner

Dr. Jamal Habash, a JUST
alumnus of Pharmacy and
currently the country operations manager of Jordan
and Palestine at the multinational pharmaceutical
giant Novartis. The multibillion dollar company is a
global healthcare company
based in Switzerland that
provides
solutions
to
address the evolving needs
of patients worldwide.

Dr. Habash started his career spending 2 years working in a local pharmaceutical company and 14 solid years with Novartis. He joined Novartis in
2003 and started as a senior medical representative. He was promoted
to the position of sales manager in 2007 and Head of Mass Market in
2009 with an extension in 2012 for managing a bigger portfolio in
Jordan & Palestine. He then moved to Novartis Dubai as Business Unit
Head for UAE in Jan 2013 with full responsibility in Sales & Marketing.
During this transition, Dr. Habash was managing 14 managers with over
50 associates, taking the lead over a different culture and a different
market which eventually gained him the experience necessary to move
back to Jordan as Country Head of Novartis in the end of 2014 until
present time.
Dr. Habash earned his B.Sc. in Pharmacy from JUST and holds a postgraduate certificate in leadership capability from Glasgow Caledonian University.
The alumni relations office contacted Dr. Habash to share his experience
while studying at JUST.
About his time at the University, Dr Habash said “I say it with pride, that I
am a graduate of Jordan University of Science and Technology. I completed
my Bachelor’s Degree in Pharmacy in January 2001 after which I weaved
4.5 memorable years of my professional academic journey. I will always
remember the wonderful people I met, the knowledge and wisdom that
have promoted my intellectual curiosity, and the respectable professors
and members whom I am still in touch with up to this day.”
Dr. Habash‘s advice to current students was summarized by him in these
beautiful words of wisdom “In the many crossroads of life, we must make
a choice, whether it is continuing our Ph.D. or taking on a certain job or
moving to a new place. Yet regardless of any road our hearts and minds
guide us to, we must have no regrets, for the path our feet chose to
tumble upon that might be the best thing that ever happened to us”
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Academic Promotions

To Full Professor

Prof. Nizar Mhaidat
Faculty of Pharmacy

Department of
Clinical Pharmacy

To Associate Professor

Dr. Manal I. Kassab
Faculty of Nursing

Department of Maternal
& Child Health Nursing
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Snapshots

UNHCR and JUST Discuss Mutual Cooperation
The DSc (Degree of Doctor of
Science) awarded for Professor
Yousef Najjar from the Faculty
of Engineering by Cranfield
University, UK in recognition of
his substantial and sustained
contribution to "Scientific"
knowledge

Santiago de Compostela and JUST Discuss Mutual Cooperation
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